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Abstract—We study the use of Multiform Logical Time, as
embodied in Esterel/SyncCharts and Clock Constraint Specifica-
tion Language (CCSL), for the specification of assume-guarantee
constraints providing safe driving rules related to time and
space, in the context of Automated Driving Assistance Systems
(ADAS). The main novelty lies in the use of logical clocks to
represent the epochs of specific area encounters (when particular
area trajectories just start overlapping for instance), thereby
combining time and space constraints by CCSL to build safe
driving rules specification. We propose the safe specification
pattern at high-level that provide the required expressiveness for
safe driving rules specification. In the pattern, multiform logical
time provides the power of parameterization to express safe
driving rules, before instantiation in further simulation contexts.
We present an efficient way to irregularly update the constraints
in the specification due to the context changes, where elements
(other cars, road sections, traffic signs) may dynamically enter
and exit the scene. In this way, we add constraints for the new
elements and remove the constraints related to the disappearing
elements rather than rebuild everything. The multi-lane highway
scenario is used to illustrate how to irregularly and efficiently
update the constraints in the specification while receiving a fresh
scene.

Index Terms—Multiform Logical Time, Space, Autonated Driv-
ing, Safety, Specification

I. INTRODUCTION

Automated Driving Assistance System (ADAS) [1] is a typ-
ical application of the Mobile Cyber-Physical System (MCPS)
[2]. In ADAS, there are three typical steps: perception, plan,
and act. ADAS employs various sensors at any time when
the car is running to perceive the surrounding environment,
collect data, identify, detect, and track static and dynamic
objects, thereby providing safe driving trajectory plan for
autonomous vehicles. Then vehicles enforce the trajectory
plan to effectively avoid traffic accidents. Unfortunately, many
traffic accidents occur resulting from mistaken commands or
operations provided by ADAS in recent years. For example,
Uber’s full vehicle automation caused a pedestrian death in
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2017 [3]. Thus, it’s very important to ensure the safety of
driving rules for autonomous vehicles.

As safe driving rules are related to time and space, it is dif-
ficult for safety insurances. There are some researches on the
specification considering both space and time properties. Most
of them are spatial-temporal logics such as Spatio-temporal
Logic for closure space (STLCS) [4], Spatio-temporal logical
with S4u and Temporal Logical (STL) [5], and Signal Spatio-
Temporal Logic (SSTL) [6]. These logics are all obtained by
extending temporal logic or spatial logic.

Low-level safety assurances are also presented. For exam-
ple, recently, Responsibility-Sensitive Safety (RSS), a white-
box, interpretable, and mathematical model is proposed by
Mobileye [7] to validate the constraints of safe driving rules at
the low-level physical simulator, such as AirSim [8], Carla [9],
Apollo [10], or Webots/SUMO [11]. However, due to the
mobility of autonomous vehicles, elements (other cars, road
pieces, traffic signs) may dynamically enter and exit the scene,
the logic and low-level safety assurances can not deal with
dynamically changing constraints in a unified way.

In this paper, we present a safety specification pattern, a
high-level abstraction of the safe driving rules specifications, to
build the specification for different scenarios, the framework as
shown in Figure 1. The pattern is instantiated while receiving
the fresh scene provided by the low-level physical simulator.
Due to the changing scenes, the constraints in specifications
are dynamically updated through time. With the specification,
the observer could monitor the trajectory plan, and output
whether it is safe or not. The specification consists of time
and space constraints. In terms of space constraints, we
present area trajectory (the area moves through continuous-
time), and the spatial events generated by interactions be-
tween area trajectories. For time constraints, we adopt Clock
Constraint Specification Language (CCSL) [12], [13], [14]
that provides multiform logical time [15] as the parameters.
Moreover, CCSL relies on the notion of logical clocks [16],
which are commonly used to specify both partial orders and
causal relationships on events, thus we can combine time and
space constraints. In case of the pattern, three formalisms are



given and discussed, including Esterel/SyncCharts [17], Linear
Temporal Logic [18] and CCSL.

Fig. 1: Overview of our approach

To sum up, our contributions are as follows:
• We present a safe specification pattern to build specifica-

tions for safe driving rules, thereby providing a general
approach to build specifications for different automated
driving scenarios.

• In terms of space and time constraints in the specifi-
cation, we introduce the notion of the spatial events,
which are generated by the interaction between areas
varying through time, so that combining them by CCSL.
Additionally, we put forward two CCSL extensions to
express safety property on the bounded future.

• An efficient approach is proposed to irregularly update
the constraints during the specification generation by
removing the constraints related to the disappearing ele-
ments or adding the new constraints for the new elements
rather than rebuilding everything. Besides, we implement
the spatial events and areas at the low-level physical
simulator based on Responsibility Sensitive Safety.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the notations for Space and CCSL. Section III
proposes safety specification pattern-based language. Section
IV provides a specification generation process by instantiating
the specification pattern. Section V presents an additional
typical case to show how to instantiate the specification pattern
for different scenarios. Section VI compares with the related
work. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper and puts
forward future work.

II. NOTATION FOR SPACE AND TIME IN THE SPECIFICATION

In this section, we first put forward the notation for spatial
events to build space constraints, then present the syntax
and semantics of CCSL based on [14] and some extensions,
thereby combining time and space constraints by CCSL.

A. Notations for Space

The safe driving rules specification involves the elements in
the scene, and we need to consider them when constructing
the specifications. In our setting, a scene consists of a certain
number of players (active elements, such as cars, pedestrian,

bikers), objects (passive elements, for instance, road lanes,
crossings, traffic signs), and a specific “ego car”, as shown in
Definition 1.

Figure 2 presents two scenes a, b of the multi-lane highway
(the solid red rectangle is the view of the ego car, and the
dotted rectangles are the views of each direction), a is the
previous scene of b. In this case, the players only have
vehicles, and the objects only have road lanes. Thus, we
express the scene a and b as
a = 〈{c1, c2, c4, c5, c7}, {lane a, lane b, lane c}, ego〉,
b = 〈{c1, c2, c6, c7}, {lane a, lane b, lane c}, ego〉.
Definition 1: (Scene). The scene is a triple 〈players,

objects, ego〉, where players is identifiers set of active
elements, and objects is identifiers set of passive elements,
ego is the car itself.

For each of these generic element types, we define several
areas of relevance for safety. In terms of the ego car, it
includes 1) front collision area 2) front danger area
3) front view area, and similarly for right, left, and back
areas, as shown in Definition 2. If the danger area intersects
other cars/pedestrians, then the ego car enters into a dangerous
state. Once other cars/pedestrians overlap the collision area,
the ego car happens a collision. The view of ego car is the area
the ego car can perceive. To express the area of the players,
we present a Near operator, which has different definitions
for different elements.

Combining with Definition 1, we can see that the players
are the areas of active elements that intersect or belong to
the perception area of the ego car, the objects are the areas
of passive elements that intersect or belong to the perception
area of the ego car.

The areas in the multi-lane highway are as shown in Figure
2 and 3. The former presents the view areas of ego (left view,
right view, back view, and front view). The latter shows the
danger area and collision area of ego, and the Near area of
players and objects. Thus, the players and objects of ego
car in each direction are defined as
playersdirection(ego) = {id ∈ players |id u viewdirection(ego)}
objectsdirection(ego) = {id ∈ objects |id u viewdirection(ego)},

where direction ∈ {left, right, back, front}. Specially,
given an area A ∈ view(ego), the players of ego car in
A denoted as players(A, ego), the objects of ego car in
A denoted as objects(A, ego). In the scene a as shown in
Figure 2(a), the players of ego car in each direction are in
the following.

- playersleft(ego) = {c1, c2},
- playersright(ego) = {c7},
- playersfront(ego) = {c2, c5, c7},
- playersback(ego) = {c1, c4}.

In the scene a as shown in Figure 2(b), the players of ego
car in each direction are in the following.

- playersleft(ego) = {c1, c2},
- playersright(ego) = {c6, c7},
- playersfront(ego) = {c2, c7},
- playersback(ego) = ∅.

As for areas of the ego car, Figure 3 shows the collision area



Fig. 2: The multi-lane highway scenario, where a and b are scenes, a is the previous one of b. a is the previous scene of b.
There are three road lanes lane a, lane b, lane c and eight vehicles ego, c1, c2, c3, c4, c,c6, c7, and the ego car drives along
the middle lane lane b. The solid red rectangle is the view of the ego car, and dotted rectangles are the views of each direction
(the blue one is front view, the red one is right view, the green one is left view, and the purple one is back view).

of the ego car is the space occupied by the ego car. The danger
area is defined by the longitudinal and lateral safe distance [7].
The longitudinal safe distance is for the front and back danger
area, and the lateral one is for the right and left. And the Near
area of the players is the area occupied by the players.

Definition 2: (Areas in the scene). The syntax of areas in
the scene is defined as

area ::= id ∈ I | ego | typedirection(ego) |Near(id),
where I is a countably infinite set of globally unique iden-
tifiers, type ∈ {collision, danger, view}, and direction ∈
{left, right, back, front}. Near(id) depends on the ele-
ment id, which has different definitions for different elements.

Fig. 3: Areas in the scene, where direction ∈ {left, right,
back, front}, the longitudinal and lateral safe distances are
from RSS [7].

Then we present area trajectories in Definition 3 as these
areas move through continuous-time in simulation. Specially,
given the area A and time point t ∈ R+, A(t) is the area A
at time t.

Definition 3: (Area Trajectory). Given an area A, the area
trajectory of A is a total function A : R+ → 2U, where U

is the universe space, R+ represents the continuous (physical)
time.

Definition 4: (Spatial Relations). The syntax of spatial
relations is defined as γ ::= A $ B | A v B |A�B |AuB.

To express the relation between areas, Definition 4 presents
the spatial binary relations, including equal ($), belongs to
(v), disjoint (�), intersection (u). The semantics of them are
in the following, as the same as Figure 4, where A,B ⊆ U.
• A $ B means that any point in B is in A, vice versa,

that is formulated as

∀p ∈ U, p ∈ A⇐⇒ p ∈ B;

• A v B means that any point in B is in A, but
unnecessarily vice versa, that is formulated as

∀p ∈ U, p ∈ B =⇒ p ∈ A;

• A�B means that any point in B is not in A, vice versa,
that is formulated as

∀p ∈ U,¬(p ∈ B ∧ p ∈ A);

• A u B means that there exists some points in B and A,
that is formulated as

∃p ∈ U, p ∈ A ∧ p ∈ B.

Fig. 4: Semantic of spatial relations



Also, Definition 5 presents spatial events, generated by
the interaction between area trajectories, to express transition
between the relations. Spatial events includes join, disjoin,
include, exclude. The spatial events are used to express the
transitions between the relations, as shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Transitions between spatial relations

Definition 5: (Spatial Events). The syntax of spatial events
is defined as

e ::= join(A,B)|disjoin(A,B)|include(A,B)|exclude(A,B),

where A and B are the areas and vary with the time. We
present the semantics of these events in the following, where
ε ∈ R+ is small enough.
• join(A,B) is used to express the transition from relation
A�B to A uB, that is formulated as

join(A,B) = {t ∈ R+|A(t)�B(t) ∧A(t+ ε) uB(t+ ε)};

• disjoin(A,B) is used to express the transition from
relation A uB to A�B, that is formulated as

disjoin(A,B) = {t ∈ R+|A(t) uB(t) ∧A(t+ ε)�B(t+ ε)};

• include(A,B) is used to express the transition from
relation A uB or A�B to A v B, formulated as

include(A,B) = {t ∈ R+| (A(t)uB(t)∨A(t)�B(t))∧
A(t+ε)vB(t+ε)};

• exclude(A,B) is used to express the transition from
relation A v B to A uB or A�B, formulated as

exclude(A,B) = {t ∈ R+|A(t)vB(t)∧(A(t+ε)uB(t+ε)

∨A(t+ε)�B(t+ε))}.

TABLE I: Syntax and semantics of spatial relations and events,
where area A and B vary with the time, ε ∈ R+ is small
enough.

1.A $ B ⇐⇒ ∀p ∈ U, p ∈ A⇐⇒ p ∈ B
Spatial 2.A v B ⇐⇒ ∀p ∈ U, p ∈ B =⇒ p ∈ A
Relations 3.A� B ⇐⇒ ∀p ∈ U,¬(p ∈ B ∧ p ∈ A)

4.A u B ⇐⇒ ∃p ∈ U, p ∈ A ∧ p ∈ B

Spatial
Events

5.join(A,B) = {t ∈ R+|A(t)�B(t)∧A(t+ ε)uB(t+ ε)}
6.disjoin(A,B) = {t ∈ R+|A(t)uB(t)∧A(t+ε)�B(t+ε)}
7.include(A,B) = {t ∈ R+|(A(t) uB(t) ∨A(t) �B(t)) ∧
A(t+ ε) v B(t+ ε)}
8.exclude(A,B) = {t ∈ R+|A(t) v B(t) ∧ (A(t + ε) u
B(t+ ε) ∨ A(t+ ε) � B(t+ ε))}

We summarize the syntax and semantics of spatial relations
and events in Table I. In the multi-lane highway, the spatial

events of the ego car are as shown in the following.
(1) join(dangerdirection(ego), Near(c))
(2) disjoin(dangerdirection(ego), Near(c))
(3) join(collision(ego), Near(c)),

where direction ∈ {left, right, back, front}, and c ∈
playersdirection(ego); join(dangerdirection(ego), Near(c))
means the distance between ego car and other cars from
“greater than the safe distance” to “less than the safe distance”
in each direction; disjoin(dangerdirection(ego), Near(c))
says the distance between ego car and other cars from “less
than the safe distance” to “greater than the safe distance” in
each direction; join(collision(ego), Near(c)) states the ego
car happens a collision.

B. Notation for CCSL
CCSL relies on the notion of logical clocks, which are

commonly used to specify both partial orders and causal
relationships on events. Based on spatial events defined in
II-A, we can combine time and space constraints by CCSL.
Logical clocks are infinite sequences of ticks as shown in
Definition 6.

Definition 6: (Logical clock). A logical clock c is defined
as an infinite sequence of ticks: (cn)∞n=1.

Clocks describe events noticeably in a system. Their ticks
denote their occurrences. During the execution of a system,
clocks tick according to occurrences of related events. In
Definition 7, the schedule is to capture what occurs during
a specific execution period.

Definition 7: (Schedule). Given a set C of clocks, a sched-
ule of C is a total function δ : N+ → 2C such that at each
step n in N+, δ(n) = {c|c ∈ C ∧ cn = tick} and δ(n) 6= ∅.

Schedule is an infinite sequence consisting of a set of ticked
clocks at any steps, where δ(n) represents the set of ticked
clocks at step n. Clock c ∈ δ(n) means that clock c ticks
at the nth step. And δ(n) 6= ∅ means that there is at least
a clock ticked at any steps of schedule. To model general
clock constraints in CCSL, we adopt the notion of history
that decides what may have at a given step in Definition 8.

Definition 8: (History). A history of a schedule δ over a set
C of clocks is a function χδ : C × N+ → 2C such that for
each clock c ∈ C and n ∈ N+:

χδ(c, n) =

 0 if n = 1
χδ(c, n− 1) if n > 1 ∧ c ∈ δ(n− 1)
χδ(c, n− 1) + 1 if n > 1 ∧ c /∈ δ(n− 1)

History records the number of clock ticks. For any n ∈
N+, the number of ticks of χδ(c, n) clock c before step n. In
particular, at the first step χδ(c, 1) = 0.

A CCSL specification consists of a set of constraints, where
each constraint expresses the relations between the ticks of two
clocks. Table II lists the eleven primitive CCSL operations
that can be used to compose all the possible constraints,
where the top five operators (coincidence(,), precedence(≺),
causality(�), subclock(⊆), exclusion(#)) can model relation
constraints, and the remaining six operators (union(+), in-
tersection(∗), infimum(∧), supremum(∨), delay($), periodic-
ity(∝)) can model expression constraints.



TABLE II: Syntax and semantic of CCSL, where c1, c2, and
c3 are logical clock (events), δ is the schedule of them.

Syntax Semantics

δ � c1,c2 ∀n ∈ N+, χδ(c1, n) = χδ(c2, n)

δ � c1≺c2 ∀n ∈ N+, χδ(c1, n) = χδ(c2, n)⇒ c2 /∈ δ(n)
δ � c1�c2 ∀n ∈ N+, χδ(c1, n) ≥ χδ(c2, n)
δ � c1⊆c2 ∀n ∈ N+, c1 ∈ δ(n)⇒ c2 ∈ δ(n)
δ � c1 # c2 ∀n ∈ N+, c1 /∈ δ(n) ∨ c2 /∈ δ(n)

δ � c1 , c2+c3 ∀n ∈ N+, c1 ∈ δ(n)⇔ c2 ∈ δ(n) ∨ c3 ∈ δ(n)
δ � c1 , c2∗c3 ∀n ∈ N+, c1 ∈ δ(n)⇔ c2 ∈ δ(n) ∧ c3 ∈ δ(n)
δ � c1 , c2∧c3 ∀n ∈ N+, χδ(c1, n)=max[χδ(c2, n), χδ(c3, n)]

δ � c1 , c2∨c3 ∀n ∈ N+, χδ(c1, n)=min[χδ(c2, n), χδ(c3, n)]

δ � c1 , c2 $ d ∀n ∈ N+, χδ(c1, n)=max[χδ(c2, n)− d, 0]
δ � c1 , c2∝p ∀n ∈ N+, c1 ∈ δ(n) ⇔ c2 ∈ δ(n) ∧ ∃m ∈

N+, χδ(c2, n) = m× p− 1

CCSL Extensions. To build constraints on the bounded
future, we need CCSL to express more complex time-related
requirements such as “within some seconds”, “after some
seconds”, and “after some meters”. We thus present two CCSL
extensions as shown in the following.

- c1 , c2 within d, where d is multiform logical time,
means if c2 ticks, then the next tick of c1 should tick within
d time units.

- c1 , c2 after d, where d is multiform logical time, means
if c2 ticks, the next tick of c1 should tick after d time units.

III. SAFE SPECIFICATION PATTERN

By introducing spatial events and CCSL extensions, we can
use CCSL to build a safe driving specification. This section
introduces the safe specification pattern to build specifications
dynamically for different scenarios, which is the higher-level
abstraction of safe driving rules. Additionally, we use three
formalism language to build expressions for the pattern, then
discuss their differences.

A. Pattern expression and formalism

In the specification, the spatial and time constraints are all
expressed by CCSL expressions, which are based on events.
Thus, we present a safe specification pattern, as shown in Table
III. In the pattern, there are three template events (logical
clock), StartCheck, Recover, and Failure. It states that
once a StartCheck temporal condition is detected, initializing
the realization that there might be a latent problem to be
monitored, then one awaits for any of two subsequent events:
a positively resolving Recover event, stating that things went
back to normal, or a catastrophic Failure event, notifying a
potential collision of a timed-out delay for remaining too long
in the problematic model.

We considered three formalism languages: CCSL, Es-
terel/SyncCharts, and LTL. While they may roughly all be
amenable to translation into state-based observers/monitors,
they provide different specification styles, each with its quality
for the natural expression of constraints in certain cases. We
shall comment at length on the comparison and commonalities

TABLE III: Safety specification pattern and expression of
Esterel, CCSL, and LTL

Safe Specification Pattern
Once StartCheck temporal condition is detected, a monitor is initialized to detect
possible latent problems. The monitor stops either with a positive issue, when
receiving the Recover event, or a negative one, when receiving a Failure event
(collision or time-out, for instance).

Formalism Expression
Esterel await StartCheck then (awaitRecover) abort Failure

CCSL
StartCheck alternatesWith Recover
Failure = 0 (the never-ticking clock)

LTL always (StartCheck implies (not Failure)) untilRecover

of these 3 languages below. We shall not be overly complete,
as our focus in this paper is more on the concrete usefulness
of possible fragments of these specification languages in our
context.

While we overly loaded our three template events with
subjective interpretation, it may be adapted to each particular
specification case. Through careful analysis, we obtain the
three formalism expression for the specification pattern in
Table III:
• In CCSL constraints, it states either StartCheck or Re-

cover ticks and StartCheck ticks before Recover, Failure
never ticks.

• In Esterel program, it means once StartCheck occurs, then
from this moment wait and check which of the two events
Failure or Recover occurs.

• In LTL, it says once StartCheck occurs, then Failure never
occurs until Recover occurs.

Below, we build specification for multi-lane highway, as
shown in the following.
∀direction ∈ {left, right, back, front},
∀c ∈ playersdirection(ego),
• StartCheck = join(dangerdirection(ego), Near(c))
• Recover = disjoin(dangerdirection(ego), Near(c))

, join(dangerdirection(ego), Near(c))

within max resp time,

• Failure = join(collison(ego), Near(c))

which states that in each direction once the danger area of
ego car intersects with another car (or with other cars), we
expect a recovery within a given max response time to prevent
a collision. In this specification, “the danger area of ego car
intersects with another car” means the distance between the
ego car and other cars is less than the safe distance. So the
“recovery” is the distance between the ego car and other cars
greater than the safe distance within a max response time,
otherwise, the ego car happens a collision.

B. Comparison

Here we discuss the differences between the three formalism
expressions in Table III:

- Several successive StartChecks should not occur before
conclusive events (either Recover or Failure) occur for the
first StartCheck. In this case, the Esterel/SyncCharts form reset



the monitoring to the latest start, while the LTL form applies
possibly the conclusions of later starts to the earlier one. In
fact here we simply want to disregard as irrelevant the cases
where several StartCheck may occur before the previous one
has been resolved. This is usually implicit in the designer’s
mind.

- For CCSL form, in general Events StartCheck, Recover
and Failure may not be primitive, but instead themselves
computed as temporal combinations of primitive input events.
This can easily be realized in Esterel/SyncCharts or CCSL by
adding constraints in parallel, and Esterel/SyncCharts allows
in addition a local-state based specification style, universally
popular owing to StateCharts and UML state machines. In
contrast, LTL can encode states, but in a lengthy expansive
way, and cannot record parallelism. In this respect, the CCSL
specification style (which deals only with clocks/events as se-
quences, and not individual occurrences) is also less intuitive,
as certainly shown on our example.

- One supposed interest of LTL is that it supports natively
qualification of results (as true or false, meaning success or
failure of the property monitored. This is also a weakness, as
it does not allow flexibility when qualifying conclusions at
the level of operational monitors. In the case of Esterel/Sync-
Charts extra mechanisms need to be specified for the monitors
(interpretation as positive and negative answers respectively of
the ok and ko events respectively. The case when a property
is satisfied only “at infinity” (not eventually p) is also a subtle
issue (as in monitoring a system it won’t be checkable by
a finite run anyhow). It shall come back to this later. In the
case of CCSL, one can specify (by default) that any non-
syntactically finite clock should indeed tick infinitely often
(infinite sequence of tick occurrences).

IV. SPECIFICATION GENERATION

Safe driving rules specification generation relies on the
scene information (areas and spatial events defined in Sec-
tion II-A) that provided by the low-level simulation. Due to
mobility, the scene varies with time. Thus, we need irregularly
update the constraints in the specification. In this section, we
first show how to implement the areas and spatial events at a
low-level physical simulator, thereby providing the inputs for
specification generation. Then, we present an efficient way
to dynamically update the constraints, finally simulate the
processes of specification generation in the Carla simulator.

A. Areas and Spatial Events in low-level Simulator

Safe driving rules specification generation needs the low-
level physical simulator to provide areas and area trajectories
of ego car and the surrounding elements as the input, then the
observer could monitor the trajectory plan and output whether
it is safe or not. There are several mainstream simulators
for self-driving, such as AirSim, Carla, Apollo, and Webots/-
SUMO. In our work, we adopt Carla as the low-level physical
simulator, which integrates the C++ Library for Responsibility
Sensitive Safety (RSS-LIB) [19] in the client library, the areas
of ego car based on RSS-LIB implement in Carla simulator as

shown in Figure 6. Responsibility-Sensitive Safety (RSS) [7]
is a white-box, interpretable, mathematical model for safety
assurance of Self-driving. In this model, it introduces lateral
and longitudinal safe distance, where lateral safe distance is
for the left and right, the longitudinal one is for back and front.
Here we don’t show the definitions, which could be found in
[7].

Fig. 6: The visualization of areas and area trajectory of ego
car and generation of spatial events in Carla simulator

In this paper, we use the longitudinal and lateral safe
distance proposed in RSS-LIB to implement the danger areas
of ego car. The collision area of the ego car is the space
occupied by the ego car, which is defined as the rectangle, as
shown in Figure 6(a). In the multi-lane highway, the Near area
of the players also is implemented by the rectangle, which is
the space occupied by the player. These areas are implemented
with Application Interface (API) provided by RSS-LIB.

With these areas implemented at low-level based on RSS-
LIB, we can obtain the area trajectories of ego car and
players, one area trajectory of ego car, as shown in Figure
6(b). Then we generate the spatial events by the interaction
on area trajectories, they are sorted in order of occurrence, as
shown in Figure 6(c). Based on these events, we can verify
the safety of driving rules.

B. Constraints Update
When building the specification with the pattern, we need

to irregularly update constraints in the specification. Tradition-
ally, once receiving fresh scene information, ADAS rebuilds
everything to generate the constraints, but it takes too many
resources and inefficient. Below, we present an efficient way
to irregularly update the constraints in safe driving rules
specifications.



TABLE IV: The players of ego car in each direction, where
a is the previous scene of b.

expression scene a scene b

playerleft(ego) {c1, c2} {c1, c2}
playerright(ego) {c7} {c6, c7}
playerfront(ego) {c2, c5, c7} {c2, c7}
playerback(ego) {c1, c4} ∅

In our approach, we add the constraints related to the
elements entering the view and remove the constraints related
to the element exiting the view. In Algorithm 1, it shows how
to update constraints in the specification while receiving a
fresh scene. By building a table of the players and objects to
preserve the previous and the current scene information, and
comparing them from each direction, we could know which
constraints need to be removed and for which element need
to add constraints.

Algorithm 1: Update constraints in specification while
receiving a fresh scene

Input:
The previous scene,
a = 〈pre players, pre objects, ego〉;
The fresh scene, b = 〈players, objects, ego〉;

1: for each d ∈ {left, right, back, front} do
2: for all c ∈ playersd(ego) such that

c /∈ pre playersd(ego) do
3: Add the constraints of c for the direction d;
4: end for
5: for all c ∈ pre playersd(ego) such that

c /∈ playersd(ego) do
6: Remove the constraints of c for the direction d;
7: end for
8: for all c ∈ objectsd(ego) such that

c /∈ pre objectsd(ego) do
9: Add the constraints of c for the direction d;

10: end for
11: for all c ∈ pre objectsd(ego) such that

c /∈ objectsd(ego) do
12: Remove the constraints of c for the direction d;
13: end for
14: end for

For example, Figure 2 shows two scenes a and b of multi-
lane highway, where a is the previous one of b. With Algorithm
1, we can update the constraints while receiving the scene
b. Thus, a is the previous scene, b is the current scene. In
these two scenes, we can see that the objects don’t change,
so in Table IV, it only shows the players of ego car in each
direction of scene a and b. From the table, we can see that
the left players of ego car don’t change, so we needn’t do
anything for the constraints of the left direction. But in the
right direction, a new vehicle c6 enters the right view of ego
car, we thus need to add the constraint of c6 for the right

direction. Also, in terms of the front direction, the vehicle
c5 exits the front view of ego car, we thus need to remove
the constraints related to c5 for the front direction. The all
rear players exit the back view of ego car, we thus remove
all constraint for back direction. Therefore, while receiving
the fresh scene b, ADAS need to enforce these operations to
update the constraints as shown in the following.

(1) Add a constraint of c6 for the right direction;
(2) Remove the constraint of c5 for the front direction;
(3) Remove the constraint of c1 and c4 for the back

direction.

C. Simulation

We implement Algorithm 1 using Python programming
language, and simulate the ego car drives on the highway in
Carla simulator (version 0.9.9, building on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS)
which runs on Unreal Engine (version 4.24). In the simulation,
we adopt the Town04 (an infinite loop with a highway and a
small town) as the map.

As for the multi-lane highway, we already build the specifi-
cation, which takes the “direction” and “time” as parameters.
In the simulation, the “directions” are right, left, back, and
front, “time” is 60 seconds. Then, we simulate the process
of updating constraints when receiving new scenes on a
multi-lane highway, and the information related to updating
constraints are saved in a .log file. The structure of this file
is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) are the
basic elements. Each basic element corresponds to a scene,
and there are four same structure items in the basic element,
respectively to left, right, back, and front. Each item contains
the corresponding players, operations, constraints, where
players are the vehicles nearby the ego car, operations are
performed when the constraint was last updated, constraints
is a set of constraint referring to players. In terms of the two
scenes a and b as shown in Figure 2, we add constraints for
each direction with the scene a. Figure 7 is the outputs of
the simulation for a and b. Figure 7(a) presents the players,
constraints, and operations in each direction when the
simulator is initializing with scene a. While receiving the
scene b, the simulator computes the difference between a
and b, and then proposes the operations to enforce, thereby
updating the constraints, as shown in Figure 7(b).

V. CASE STUDY: T-JUNCTION

In this section, we build the safety specification for
T-Junction) to show the effectiveness of our framework
for different scenarios. In T-Junction, there are two
roads. Each of them has a waiting area, denoted by
HighPriorityWaitArea, LowPriorityWaitArea. They
merge into one road, as shown in Figure 8. Assuming that the
overlap area is the “only one car area” OnlyOneCarArea,
which means anytime there is at most one car enters into this
area. In this case, it should obey the traffic rules to avoid
collisions. The safe driving rules are in the following.
• If ego car approaches the junction on the low-priority

road, then ego car waits until there doesn’t exist another



Fig. 7: The outputs of the simulation (from scene a to b),



car on the overlap area and high-priority road, then ego
car moves to the junction.

• If ego car approaches from the high-priority road, it only
checks (in normal conditions) whether there is another car
in the overlap area, and need not check the low-priority
road. Once there doesn’t exist another car on the overlap
area, the ego car moves to the junction, otherwise, it waits
until there no exists other cars on the overlap area.

Fig. 8: Junction

In these two rules, the former is for the ego car drives
on the low-priority road, another is for high-priority one.
They all start to check StartCheck when they arrive at
their waiting area join(ego, LowPriorityWaitArea), join
(ego,HighPriorityWaitArea). On the low-priority road,
ego car needs to check the high-priority area and the overlap
area, and ensure that the two areas are all not occupied by other
cars. If there doesn’t exist cars already in the high-priority area
include(another, HighPriorityWaitArea) and the over-
lap area pass, exclude(anotherCar,OnlyOneCarArea),
then the ego car enters into the junction include(ego,
OnlyOneCarArea). On high-priority road, ego car just
check whether the overlap area is occupied by another car
anotherCar, stating that after the car in the overlap area pass
exclude(anotherCar, OnlyOneCarArea), then ego car can
pass the overlap area include(ego,OnlyOneCarArea). Be-
low, we present the safety specification to model the driving
rules in this scenario, that are in the following.
(1) ego car on the low-priority road, if another car is in
HighPriorityWaitArea or OnlyOneCarArea, which in-
dicates

players(HighPriorityWaitArea, ego) 6= ∅ or
players(OnlyOneCarArea, ego) 6= ∅,

so the specification can be expressed as:

∀ anotherCar ∈ players(OnlyOneCarArea, ego)∪
players(HighPriorityWaitArea, ego),

• StartCheck =

(join(ego, LowPriorityWaitArea) +

include(ego, LowPriorityWaitArea)) ∗
(include(anotherCar,OnlyOneCarArea) +

include(anotherCar,HighPriorityWaitArea))

• Recover = exclude(anotherCar,OnlyOneCarArea);

• Failure =

include(ego,OnlyOneCarArea) ∗
include(another,OnlyOneCarArea).

(2) ego car on the high-priority road, if another car is in
OnlyOneCarArea, which means

players(OnlyOneCarArea, ego) 6= ∅,

so the specification can be expressed as:
∀ anotherCar ∈ players(OnlyOneCarArea, ego),
• StartCheck =

(join(ego,HighPriorityWaitArea) +

include(ego,HighPriorityWaitArea)) ∗
include(anotherCar,OnlyOnCarArea);

• Recover = exclude(anotherCar,OnlyOnCarArea);
• Failure =

include(ego,OnlyOneCarArea) ∗
include(anotherCar,OnlyOnCarArea).

Constraints update. In this case, while receiving a fresh
scene, the ego car will use the same approach as the multi-
lane highway to update the constraints. The difference between
them is that T-junction updates the constraints with a specific
part of the view, but multi-lane highway uses the whole view.
As for the low-priority road, the partial views are the overlap
area OnlyOnCarArea and the high-priority waiting area
HighPriorityWaitArea, and as for the high-priority road,
it is the overlap area OnlyOnCarArea.

VI. RELATED WORK

Safety is a key issue in self-driving automotive and Au-
tomated Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). Responsibility-
Sensitive Safety (RSS), proposed by Mobileye, introduces
white-box mathematical modeling for safety assurance [7].
While spatial/topological and physical (low-level) aspects are
handled, a precise formal language expressing constraints
and properties of the assumed trajectory planning is missing,
although its need is mentioned. A partial answer is provided in
[20], aiming to monitor RSS rules by encoding signal temporal
logic (STL); again this work lacks a precise identification of
zero-crossing events, as well as constraint modularity.

Signal temporal logic (STL) [21] is designed to handle
continuous/dense time signals and describe behaviors of con-
tinuous and hybrid systems. Timestamp Temporal Logic (TTL)
[22] advocates a cleaner treatment of zero-crossing events
abstracting from STL. The Zelus language [23] also introduces
appropriate notations to “jump” from physical to logical time,
this time for programming purposes. Our contribution here
is to link explicitly timed events/logical clocks to dedicated
spatial encounters, that can readily be used indirectly readable
constraint in that domain; also, our formalism can be used for
assumptions/provisions as well as guarantee/requirements.

The Clock Constraint Specification Language (CCSL) [12],
[13], [24], [14] is an annex of MARTE [25] specification
to elaborate and reason on the logical time model [26]. It



has a strong ability to express time constraints. Based on
CCSL, many contributions have been introduced to analyze
schedulability and generate efficiency scheduling [27], [28],
[14]. Some studies adopt CCSL to express the time prop-
erties for the Spatio-temporal system [29]. Recently, [30]
extends CCSL (PrCCSL) to formal verification of dynamic
and stochastic behaviors for Automotive Systems, which lacks
how to express the space constraints. In this paper, we define
spatial events generated by interaction on area trajectories,
thereby combining space and time constraints with CCSL and
improving the expressiveness ability of CCSL.

Finally, the STIMULUS tool by ArgoSim (now Dassault
System) [31] provides specific patterns to easily synthesize
properties and extract monitoring observers from them. In a
way, this is perhaps the closest relation to our work. Still, the
precise means to connect our constraints to basic events/clocks
generated by a lower-level drive planification framework, and
the ability to qualify and combine findings of constraints to
feed others is genuinely original in our approach (we believe).
On this latter point, a comparison with the Functional Safety
domain of (timed) Fault Trees could be in order here.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we attempted to illustrate the use of Multiform
Logical Time in the context of automated driving for modeling
safety. We put forward a framework to monitor the safety
of the trajectory plan. In this framework, we present a safe
specification pattern to build the safe driving rules specification
for different scenarios. In the specification, space constraints
are based on primitive events/clocks that are generated by
encounters of well-defined area trajectories, thereby combining
time and space constraints by CCSL. We also present an
efficient approach to irregularly update the constraints in the
specification.

Much remains to be done to continue our efforts, such as
generating the safe driving rules specification automatically
for different scenarios with our safe specification pattern,
monitoring the trajectory plan with the spatial events generated
by interaction on area trajectories.
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